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We consider the asymptotic stability of viscous shock wave , for scalar viscous
conservation laws ut+ f (u)x=uxx on the half-space (&, 0) with boundary values
u |x=&=u& , u | x=0=u+. Our problem is divided into three cases depending on
the sign of shock speed s of the shock (u& , u+). When s0, the asymptotic state
of u becomes ,( } +d(t)), where d(t) depends implicitly on the initial data u(x, 0)
and is related to the boundary layer of the solution at the boundary x=0. The
stability of this state for s<0 will be shown by applying the weighted energy
method. For s=0 a conjecture on d(t) will be presented. The case s>0 is also
treated.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the initial-boundary value problem (IBVP) for scalar
viscous conservation laws,
ut+ f (u)x=uxx , x # (&, 0)=R&, t>0
u(0, t)=u+ , t>0, (1.1)
u(x, 0)=u0(x)={u&=u+
x  &
x=0,
where f (u) # C2 for all u under consideration. Without loss of generality,
assume f (u&)=0. In the simplified situation where f (u) is convex and
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u+<u& , the corresponding problem in whole space R1 has a unique
viscous shock wave , up to a shift with shock speed s:
&s,$(!)+ f (,(!))$&,"(!)=0, $=
d
d!
, !=x&st
(1.2)
,(\)=u\ .
However, since (1.1) is considered on the half-space R&, there will be a
‘‘boundary layer’’ at x=0, that is,
(u&,) |x=0=u+&,(&st){0,
the effect of which is our main concern.
Depending on the shock speed s we devide our problem into three cases:
(1) s<0, (2) s=0, and (3) s>0. Let u |x=0=u+=ui+ , i=1, 2, 3, respec-
tively. By the RankineHugoniot condition
&s(u+&u&)+ f (u+)&f (u&)=0. (RH)
Therefore, we choose ui+ with f (u2+)=0, u1+<u2+ and u2+<u3+ (See
Fig. 1.1).
Comparing with the asymptotic state ,(x&st+d ) for the Cauchy
problem, we consider the asymptotic state for the IBVP, where d is a shift.
When s=0, the stationary state ,(x+d ) always has a ‘‘boundary layer’’
u+&,(d ), which should decay as t tends to infinity. Hence, as an
asymptotic state we consider
,=,(x+d(t)) (1.3)
and d(t) will slowly increase to infinity. In fact, Liu and Yu [4] have
shown that
d(t)tlog t
for f =u22. Their analysis is based on the HopfCole transformation.
When s<0, the boundary layer u+&,(&st+d(t)) tends to vanish
Figure 1.1
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automatically as t  . Therefore, the effect of boundary layer will be
smaller. In fact, under suitable conditions d(t) tends to some constant d
as t  . For the case f =u22, see Yu [7]. In this case we will show the
stability using the weighted energy method. However, in the case s=0 we
could not control the term from the boundary layer. Nevertheless, heuristic
arguments suggest the time-asymptotic behavior, which will be discussed in
the final section.
Finally, when s>0, we have an asymptotic state ,( } ) for a suitable shift
d0 , where ,(x+d) is a viscous shock wave connecting u& and u2+ . In fact,
there exists a unique shift d0 satisfying ,(d0)=u3+ . In this case we do not
need to locate the wave and the proof of stability is simpler than the other
cases.
Our plan of this paper is as follows. After stating the notations, in 92 the
results will be given in two cases. In 93, we reformulate our problem for the
case s<0 and prove the stability theorem, which is the main part of this
paper. In 94 the case s>0 will be treated. In final section we will discuss
the case s=0.
All proofs are based on the elementary weighted energy method, instead
of the pointwise estimate in [4, 7]. The weighted energy method was used
in [3, 5, 6] to establish the stability of traveling waves for non-convex
scalar viscous conservation laws, and for the viscoelastic system of two
equations.
Notations. We denote several positive constants by ci , Ci (i=0, 1, 2, ...)
or only c, C without confusions. We also denote f (x)tg(x) as x  a when
C&1g< f <Cg in a neighborhood of a. For function spaces, L2 denotes the
space of square integrable functions on R&=(&, 0) with norm
& f &=\|R& | f (x)|2 dx+
12
.
Here and thereafter the integrand R& will be often abbreviated. Hl (l0)
denotes the usual l th order Sobolev space with norm
& f &l=\ :
l
j=0
& jx f &2+
12
.
For the weight function w(x), L2w denotes the space of measurable functions
f satisfying - w f # L2 with the norm
| f |w=\| w(x) | f (x)| 2 dx+
12
.
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When w(x)=(x) ;=(1+x2);2, we write L2w=L
2
; and | } | w=| } | ; . H
l
;
(l1) denotes the space of functions f satisfying kx f # L
2
;+k (k=0, 1, ..., l )
with norm
& f &Hl;=\ :
l
k=0
|kx f |
2
;+k+
12
.
For the weight function w(x, t)=(!(x, t)) ;#(x&st+d(t)) ; for a con-
stant s and a smooth function d(t), C 0([0, T ]; H l;) (resp. L
2(0, T; H l;))
denotes the space of functions f (x, t) satisfying that t # [0, T ]  & f ( } , t)&H l;
are continuous (resp. square integrable) with norm
max
[0, T ]
& f ( } , t)&H l; \resp. \|
T
0
& f ( } , t)&2H l; dt+
12
+ .
2. PRELIMINARIES AND RESULTS
We first state the existence of viscous shock wave ,(x&st) connecting
u& and u+ on whole space R. We note that f is not necessarily convex.
Lemma 2.1. Assume the RankineHugoniot condition (RH) and the
Oleinik entropy condition
h(,)#&s(,&u\)+ f (,)& f (u\) {<0>0
if u+<,<u&
if u&<,<u+ ,
(E)
then there exists a unique solution , up to a shift satisfying (1.2) or
,$(!)=h(,(!)), ,(\)=u\ . (2.1)
Moreover, ,(!) satisfies as !  \
|,(!)&u\ |texp(&c\ |!| ) if c\=|&s+ f $(u\)|{0, (2.2)
|,(!)&u\ |t |!|&1k\ if h(,)t(,&u\)1+k\ as ,  u\. (2.3)
For the proof, see Matsumura and Nishihara [5], Kawashima and
Matsumura [3].
From (RH) and (E) we have
f $(u+)s f $(u&). (2.4)
If f is convex, then (E) is equivalent to the well-known Lax condition
f $(u+)<s< f $(u&). (2.5)
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If s= f $(u+) or s= f $(u&), then the shock is called degenerate, and if (2.5)
holds, then the shock is called non-degenerate.
We now turn to the IBVP (1.1).
First, consider the case s<0. We expect the asymptotic state to be a
traveling wave with certain phase shift d(t):
,=,(!), !=!(x, t)=x&st+d(t). (2.6)
Choosing d(0)=d0 determined by
|
0
&
(u0(x)&,(x+d0)) dx=0, (2.7)
and set
v0(x)=|
x
&
(u0( y)&,( y+d0)) dy. (2.8)
Remark. Different from the Cauchy problem on the whole line R, for
any given u0(x) such that u0&, # L1(R&) the shift d0 by (2.7) is not
necessarily determined. If we set
g(d) :=|
0
&
(u0(x)&,(x+d )) dx,
then
g(+)=+, g(&)=|
0
&
(u0(x)&u&) dx
and
g$(d )=|
0
&
&,$(x+d ) dx=u&&,(d )>0.
Hence, if the initial data u0 satisfies
|
0
&
(u0(x)&u&) dx<0,
then d0 is uniquely determined by (2.7).
Our first main theorem is the following.
Theorem 1. Suppose that (u& , u+) satisfies (RH) with s<0, (E), and
that the shock is non-degenerate and that u0&u& # L1(R&) with
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0& (u0(x)&u&) dx<0. Then there exists =1>0 such that, if (1d0)+
&v0&H3;<=1 for ;;0>0, then there exists a unique solution u(x, t) of (1.1)
satisfying
u(x, t)&,(x&st+d(t)) # C0([0, ); H 2;) & L
2(0, ; H 3;)
ux(0, t) # C0([0, )) & L2(0, )
and
sup
R&
|u(x, t)&,(x&st+d(t))|  0 (t  ) (2.9)
d(t)  d (t  ) (2.10)
for some constant d . Moreover the phase shift d(t) is given by
d $(t)(,(&st+d(t))&u&)
+ f (u+)& f (,(&st+d(t)))=ux(0, t)&,$(&st+d(t))
(2.11)
d(0)=d0 .
Next, we consider the case s>0. In this case the asymptotic state ,(x)
is uniquely determined as follows.
Lemma 2. For a flux function f # C2, suppose that u+<u& and f (,)<0,
u+,<u&. Then, there exists a unique stationary solution ,(x) satisfying
f (,(x))x&,xx=0, x # R&
(2.12)
,(&)=u& , ,(0)=u+ ,
and, moreover, as !  &
,(x)&u&texp(&c& |!| ) if c&=| f $(u&)|{0
(2.13)
,(x)&u&t |!| &1k& if f (,)t &(u&&,)1+k&, k&1.
For the proof, see the Section 4.
We have the following stability theorem.
Theorem 2. Let ,(x) be a stationary solution given in Lemma 2.2, and
let
v0(x)=|
x
&
(u0( y)&,( y)) dy.
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(i) Non-degenerate case: Suppose that f $(u&){0 and v0 # H 2. Then,
there exists a positive constant =2 such that if &v0 &2<=2 , then the IBVP (1.1)
has a unique global solution u(x, t) satisfying
u&, # C 0([0, ); H 1) & L2(0, ; H 2)
and, moreover,
sup
R&
|u(x, t)&,(x)|  0 as t  .
(ii) Degenerate case: Suppose that f $(u&)=0 and f (,)t&(u&&,)1+k&
as ,  u& with k&1. Then, there exists a positive constant =2 such that if
v0 # H2 & L2(x) and &v0 &2+|v0 | (x)<=2 , then IBVP (1.1) has a unique global
solution u(x, t) satisfying
u&, # C0([0, ); H1) & L2(0, ; H 2 & L2(x))
and, moreover,
sup
R&
|u(x, t)&,(x)|  0 as t  .
In the proof of both Theorems, the weight functions introduced in
Matsumura and Nishihara [5] are applied in order to overcome the non-
convexity of f .
3. THE CASE s<0
3.1. Reformulation of the Problem
Assume (RH) with s<0 and (E) and so
f (u+)>0, f $(u+)<0. (3.1)
Asymptotic state is
,=,(x&st+d(t)),
where ,( } ) is given in Lemma 2.1. Hence, , and its perturbation u&,
satisfy
,t&d $(t) ,x+ f (,)x=,xx , (3.2)
(u&,)t+d $(t) ,x+( f (u)& f (,))x=(u&,)xx . (3.3)
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Since u(0, t)=u+, the integration of (3.3) over (&, 0) yields
d
dt |
0
&
(u&,) dx+d $(t)(,(&st+d(t))&u&)
+ f (u+)& f (,(&st+d(t))=(u&,)x |x=0 . (3.4)
Therefore, we define d(t) by the initial value problem of the ordinary
differential equation for a given solution u(x, t)
d $(t)(,(&st+d(t))&u&)+ f (u+)& f (,(&st+d(t)))=(u&,)x |x=0
(3.5)
d(0)=d0 ,
where the initial data d0 is determined by
|
0
&
(u0(x)&,(x+d0)) dx=0. (3.6)
Then, for all t0
|
0
&
(u(x, t)&,(x&st+d(t))) dx=0. (3.7)
Set
v(x, t)=|
x
&
(u( y, t)&,( y&st+d(t))) dy
(3.8)
v(x, 0)=v0(x)#|
x
&
(u0( y)&,( y+d0)) dy.
From (3.7) and (3.8) our problem (1.1) can be reformulated to the system
of v(x, t) and d(t),
vt+d $(t)(,(!)&u&)+( f (,(!)+vx)& f (,(!))=vxx , x # R&
v | t=0=v0(x) (3.9)
v |x=&=v |x=0=0
and
d $(t)(,(&st+d(t))&u&)+ f (u+)& f (,(&st+d(t)))=vxx(0, t)
(3.5)$
d(0)=d0 ,
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where
!=!(x, t)=x&st+d(t). (3.10)
The combination of the local existence and a priori estimate will yield
the global existence theorem. For the local existence the system of integral
equations of v and d is considered,
v(x, t)=|
0
&
G(x, t; y) v0( y) dy+|
t
0
|
0
&
G(x, t&{; y) V(v, d )( y, {) dy d{
(3.11)
d(t)=d0+|
t
0
D(vxx(0, } ), d )({) d{,
where
G(x, t; y)=
1
- 4?t
(e&((x+y)24t)&e&((x&y)24t) (3.12)
and
V(v, d )(x, t)=&d $(t)(,(!)&u&)&( f (,(!)+vx)& f (,(!)))
(3.13)
D(vxx(0, } ), d )(t)= &
f (u+)& f (,(&st+d(t)))&vxx(0, t)
,(&st+d(t))&u&
.
The sequence of the approximate solutions [vn , dn] is given by
v0(x, t)=|
0
&
G(x, t; y) v0( y) dy, d0(t)=d0
and
vn(x, t)=v0(x, t)+|
t
0
|
0
&
G(x, t&{; y) V(vn&1 , dn&1)( y, {) dy d{
dn(t)=d0(t)+|
t
0
D(vn, xx(0, } ), dn&1)({) d{.
The solution spaces X(0, T) and Y(0, T ) for v and d are, respectively,
X(0, T )=[v # C0([0, T ]; H 3;), vx # L
2(0, T; H 3;); v( } , t) # C
5((&, 0])
and (1+d0+t)2: |vxx(0, t)| 2+
+|
t
0
(1+d0+{)2: |vxx(0, {)|2 d{<+],
Y(0, T )=[d # C1([0, T ]), |d(t)&d0 |<+],
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where
;;0>0 and 2:=;+3. (3.14)
Our main result, Theorem 1, follows from the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that f # C4, (RH) with s<0 and (E), and that
the shock is non-degenerate, that is,
&s+ f $(u\){0.
Then there exists a positive constant =3 such that if v0 # H 3; and
&v0&H3;+d
&1
0 =3 , then the reformulated problem (3.9), (3.5)$ has a unique
global solution [v, d] # X(0, )_Y(0, ) satisfying
&v(t)&2H3;+(1+d0+t)
;+3 |vxx(0, t)| 2+|
t
0
&vx({)&2H3;
+(1+d0+{);+3 |vxx(0, {)| 2 d{
C(&v0&2H 3;+d
&1
0 ) (3.15)
d $ # L1(0, ) and, for some constant d (3.16)
d(t)  d as t  .
In the following subsection we devote ourselves to the a priori estimates.
3.2. Basic A Priori Estimate
We put
N(T)= sup
0tT {&v(t)&H3;+(1+d0+t): |vxx(0, t)|
+|
t
0
(1+d0+{)2: |vxx(0, {)| 2 d{= .
Note that :=(;+3)2> 32 by (3.14).
Lemma 3.1. (i) For a constant d0 given by (2.7), there exists a small
constant =31>0 such that, if N(T )=31 , then
&st+d(t)d0 for 0tT.
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(ii) Furthermore, the following inequalities hold:
|d $(t)|C(e&c(d0+t)+|vxx(0, t)| ) (3.17)
|
t
0
(1+d0+{)2: |d $({)| 2 d{C \e&cd0+|
t
0
(1+d0+{)2: |vxx(0, {)| 2 d{+ .
(3.18)
Proof. (i) First, note that
,(&st+d(t))&u&<0
for all t. We take a small constant =31>0 as
f (u+)& f (,(d0))>=31(N(T) sup
0<t<T
|vxx(0, t)| ). (3.19)
This and (3.1) yield the desired inequation. In fact, if &st0+d(t0)=d0 for
some t00, then
d $(t)(,(&st0+d(t0))&u&)
=&( f (u+)& f (,(&st0+d(t0)))+vxx(0, t0)<0
and hence d $(t)>0 in the neighborhood of t0 . Hence, once &st+d(t)d0
at some time t0 # [0, T ], &st+d(t)>d0 for all t # (t0 , T ]. Especially, at
t=0, &st+d(t)=d0 hold, which shows the desired inequation.
(ii) The result of (i) means that
0<c1u&&,(&st+d(t))c2(=u&+u+)
and
f (u+)& f (,(&st+d(t)))t,(&st+d(t))&u+tec+(st&d(t)).
Hence, from (3.5)
C(ec+(st&d(t))&|vxx(0, t)| )d $(t)C(ec+(st&d(t))+|vxx(0, t)| ) (3.20)
and
|d $(t)|C(ec+(st&d(t))+|vxx(0, t)| ). (3.21)
By the first inequality of (3.20) we have
d(t)d0&C |
t
0
|vxx(0, {)| d{d0&C=31 ,
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which, together with (3.21), yield (3.17). It is easy to get (3.18) from
(3.17). K
Applying Lemma 3.1 we now establish the following basic estimate.
Lemma 3.2 (Basic Estimate). Let [v, d] # X(0, T)_Y(0, T ) be a solu-
tion of (3.9), (3.5). Then there exists a positive constant =32 such that if
N(T )+d&10 =32 , then we have
&v(t)&2+|
t
0
&- &,x v({)&2+&vx({)&2 d{
C(&v0&2+d&10 )+Cd
&;0
0 |
t
0
(1+d0+{)2: |vxx(0, {)| 2 d{ (3.22)
for ;;0 , and
|v(t)| 2;+|
t
0
|v({)| 2;&1+|vx({)|
2
; d{
C( |v0 | 2;+d
&1
0 )+Cd
&;

0
0 |
t
0
(1+d0+d({))2: |vxx(0, {)| 2 d{ (3.23)
for ;

0=min(;0 , 12).
Proof. Linearizing (3.9), we have
vt+ f $(,(!)) vx&vxx=d $(t)(u&&,(!))+F, (3.24)
where
F=&( f (,+vx)& f (,)& f $(,) vx)=O(v2x). (3.25)
Since f is not necessarily convex, the weight function
w(,(!))=
(,&u&)(,&u+)
h(,)
(3.26)
is taken so that
(wh)$ (,)=2(,&u ), u =(u++u&)2
(3.27)
(wh)" (,)=2>0.
We also note that
C&1w(,)C, |w$(,(!))|<C. (3.28)
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Multiplying (3.24) by w(,(!)) v, we have
( 12w(,) v
2)t+
1
2 [(wh)$ (,) v
2+sw(,) v2&w(,) vvx]x
& 12[(wh)" (,)+w$(,) d $(t)] ,xv
2+w(,) v2x
=d $(t)(u& ,(!)) w(,) v2+Fw(,) v. (3.29)
Taking !
*
with ,(!
*
)=u and multiplying (3.29) by (!&!
*
) ;, we have
\(!&!*)
;
2
w(,) v2+t+[v } ( } } } )]x
+
(!&!
*
) ;&1
2
A;v2+(!&!*)
; w(,) v2x
=
;
2
d $(t)(!&!
*
) ;&2 (!&!
*
) w(,) v2
+d $(t)(u&&,(!))(!&!*)
; w(,) v2
&;w(,)(!&!
*
)(!&!
*
) vvx+(!&!*)
; w(,) vF. (3.30)
Here, by virtue of (3.27)
A;= &(!&!*)(wh)" (,) ,x&;
!&!
*
(!&!
*
)
(wh)$ (,)
&(!&!
*
) w$(,) d $(t)
 &(2&C=32)(!&!*) ,x(!)&2;
!&!
*
(!&!
*
)
(,&u )
c0; for small =32>0. (3.31)
Making use of (3.27), (3.28) and (3.29) and noting that v(0, t)=0 we may
integrate (3.29) and (3.30) over (&, 0)_(0, t) to yield
&v(t)&2+|
t
0
(&- &,x v({)&2+&vx({)&2) d{
C &v0&2+C |
t
0
|d $({)| |
0
&
|u&&,(!)| |v(x, {)| dx d{ (3.32)
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and
|v(t)| 2;+|
t
0
(; |v({)| 2;&1+|vx({)|
2
;) d{
C \ |v0 | 2;+|
t
0
; |vx({)| 2;&1 d{+
+C |
t
0
|d $({)| |
0
&
|u&&,(!)| (!&!*)
; |v(x, {)| dx d{ (3.33)
provided that N(T)R1.
The last term of (3.32) is estimated as
I1#C |
t
0
|d $({)| |
0
&
|u&&,(!)| |v(x, {)| dx d{
=C |
t
0
|d $({)| \|
s{&d({)
&
+|
0
s{&d({)+ d{.
For !<0,
|u&&,(!)|C |,x(!)|,
and for !>0
|
0
s{&d({)
|v( y, {)| d{|
0
s{&d({) \|
0
y
|vx(z, {)| dz+ dy
|s{&d({)| 32 \|
0
s{&d({)
|vx(z, {)2 d{+
12
.
Since |d(t)&d0 |t0 |d $({)| d{C(exp(&cd0)+=32)R1,
|st&d(t)|t(1+d0+t). (3.34)
Therefore,
I1C |
t
0
|d $({)| \|
0
&
|,x(!)| |v| dx+(1+d0+{)32 &vx({)&+ d{.
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By the Schwarz inequality and Lemma 2.1
I1 12 |
t
0
(&- &,x v({)&2+&vx({)&2) d{+C |
t
0
(1+d0+{)3 |d $({)| 2 d{
 12 |
t
0
(&- &,x v({)&2+&vx({)&2) d{
+C \e&cd0+|
t
0
(1+d0+{)&;0+2: |vxx(0, {)|2 d{+ ,
from which we have (3.22).
Next, we derive (3.23) from (3.33). The last term of (3.33) is estimated
in a similar way to the above:
I2#C |
t
0
|d $({)| |
0
&
(!&!
*
) ; |u&&,(!)| |v(x, {)| dx d{
=C |
t
0
|d $({)| \|
s{&d({)
&
+|
0
s{&d({)+ d{
|
t
0
|
s{&d({)
& \
;
2
(!&!
*
) ;&1 v2
+C |d $({)| 2 (!&!
*
) ;+1 |,(!)&u& |2+ dx d{
+|
t
0
C |d $({)| } sup
s{&d({)<x<0
((!&!
*
) (;&12)2 |v(x, {)| )
_|
0
s{&d({)
(!&!
*
) (;+12)2 |,(!)&u& | dx d{.
For !<0,
|
0
s{&d({)
(!&!
*
) (;+12)2 |,(!)&u& | dxC(1+d0+{)(12)(;+12)+1
and
(!&!
*
);&12 v(x, {)2=&|
0
x \

x
((!&!
*
) ;&12) v2
+(!&!
*
) ;&12 2vvx+ dx
C |
0
s{&d({)
((!&!
*
);&1 v2+(!&!
*
) ; v2x) dx.
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Hence,
I2|
t
0 \
;
2
|v({)| 2;&1+
1
2
|vx({)| 2;+ d{
+C |
t
0
(1+d0+{);+52 |d $({)| 2 d{
|
t
0 \
;
2
|v({)| 2;&1+
1
2
|vx({)| 2;+ d{+Ce &cd0
+Cd&120 |
t
0
(1+d0+{)2: |vxx(0, {)| 2 d{.
The second term in the right hand side in (3.33) is estimated as
C; |
t
0
|vx({)| 2;&1 d{=|
t
0
|
C;
(!&!
*
)
(!&!
*
) ; |vx(x, {)| 2 dx d{
|
t
0 \
;
4
|vx({)| 2;+C;(4C;)
;&1 &vx({)&2+ d{. (3.36)
Plugging (3.35) and (3.36) into (3.33) and using (3.22) we have (3.23).
We have now completed the basic estimate. K
3.3. Estimates for Higher Order Derivatives
Differentiate (3.24) in x:
vxt+( f $(,) vx)x&vxxx=&d $(t) ,x+Fx . (3.37)
From (3.9) and (3.5)$,
vx(0, t)=u+&,(&st+d(t))texp(c+(st&d(t))). (3.38)
Multiplying (3.37) by (!&!
*
) ;+1 vx , we have
\(!&!*)
;+1
2
v2x+ t+\(!&!*) ;+1 \
1
2
f $(,) v2x&vxvxx++x
+(!&!
*
) ;+1 v2xx
=
;+1
2
(!&!
*
) ;&1 (!&!
*
)[(h$(,)+d $(t)) v2x&2vxvxx]
&
1
2
(!&!
*
) ;+1 f "(,) ,xv2x&d $(t)(!&!*)
;+1 ,xvx
+Fx vx(!&!*)
;+1. (3.39)
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Integrating (3.39) over (&, 0)_(0, t) and using (3.38), (3.5) and Lemma
3.2, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. If N(T )=33 for a suitably small constant =33 , then
|vx(t)| 2;+1+|
t
0
|vxx({)| 2;+1 d{
C( |v0 | 2;+|v0x |
2
;+1+d
&1
0 )+Cd
&;

0
0 |
t
0
(1+d0+{)2: |vxx(0, {)| 2 d{.
(3.40)
Next, we estimate vxx . The boundary value vxxx(0, t) is given as
vxxx(0, t)=&,xx(&st+d(t))+ f $(u+)(,x(&st+d(t))+vxx(0, t)), (3.41)
which is needed for the integration by parts. In fact, 0& (x)(1.1)1 dx
yields
d
dt
(u+&u&)+( f $(u) ux&uxx) }x=0=0,
which is (3.41).
Differentiating (3.37) in x, we have
vxxt+( f $(,) vxx+ f "(,) ,xvx)x&vxxxx= &d $(t) ,xx+Fxx , (3.42)
where
Fxx=O(v2x+v
2
xx+|vxvxxx | ). (3.43)
Multiplying (3.42) by (!&!
*
) ;+2 v2xx , we have
\(!&!*)
;+2
2
v2xx+ t+{(!&!*) ;+2 \
1
2
f $(,) v2xx&vxxxvxx+=x
&
;+2
2
(!&!
*
) ; (!&!
*
)[(h$(,)+d $(t)) v2xx&2vxxxvxx]
+(!&!
*
);+2 v2xxx
=&d $(t)(!&!
*
) ;+2 ,xxvxx+(!&!*)
;+2 vxxFxx . (3.44)
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After the integration of (3.44) over (&, 0), the value from the boundary
x=0 is equal to
(!&!
*
) ;+2 |x=0 [(&12 f $(u+)) vxx(0, t)
2
+[ 12 ( f $(,)& f $(u+)) v
2
xx&( f $(u+) ,x&,xx) vxx] |x=0]
(1+d0+t);+2 [c0vxx(0, t)2&C( |,x | 2+|,xx | 2) |x=0]. (3.45)
Thus, integrating (3.44) over (&, 0)_(0, t) and using Lemmas 3.23.3,
we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. If N(T )=34 for a suitably small constant =34 , then
|vxx(t)| 2;+2+|
t
0
((1+d0+{);+2 |vxx(0, {)| 2+|vxxx | 2;+2) d{
C \&v0&2H2;+d&10 +d&; 00 |
t
0
(1+d0+{)2: |vxx(0, {)| 2 d{+ . (3.46)
Finally, to estimate vxxx , differentiate (3.42) in x:
vxxxt+( f $(,) vxxx)x&vxxxxx
= &d $(t) ,xxx+( f $$$(,)) ,2xvx
+ f "(,) ,xxvx2f "(,) ,xvxx)x+Fxxx . (3.47)
Here,
|Fxxx |=0(1)( |vx | ( |vx |+|vxx |+|vxxx |+|vxxxx | )
+|vxx | ( |vxx |+|vxxx | )) (3.48)
provided f # C4. To estimate the boundary value vxxxx(0, t), we integrate
2x(1.1)1 over (&, 0) and have
d
dt
ux(0, t)+ f "(u+) ux(0, t)2+ f $(u+) uxx(0, t)=uxxx(0, t),
from which
d
dt
vxx(0, t)+ f $(u+) vxxx(0, t)&vxxxx(0, t)
=[&,xx(&s+d $(t)+ f $(u+))
& f "(u+)(vxx+,x)2+,xxx] | x=0 . (3.49)
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Multiplying (3.47) by (!&!
*
) ;+3 vxxx we have
\(!&!*)
;+3
2
v2xxx+ t+\
(!&!
*
) ;+3
2
f $(,) v2xxx
&(!&!
*
);+3 vxxxxvxxx+x+(!&!*) ;+3 v2xxxx
=
;+3
2
(!&!
*
) ;+1 (!&!
*
)[(h$(,)+d $(t) v2xxx&2vxxxxvxxx]
+(!&!
*
);+3 vxxx } (right hand terms of (3.47)). (3.50)
The value from the second term of (3.50) after integration over (&, 0) is
equal to
(!&!
*
) ;+3 |x=0 _12 f $(u+) vxxx(0, t)2
&vxxx(0, t) { ddt vxx(0, t)+ f (u+) vxxx(0, t)=+(OK terms)&
=(!&!
*
) ;+3 |x=0 _&f $(u+)2 \
d
dt
vxx(0, t)2+vxxx(0, t)2+
+
d
dt
[vxx(0, t)(&f $(u+) ,x+,xx) |x=0]+(OK terms)& .
Thus, using Lemmas 3.23.4, we have
|vxxx(t)| 2;+3+(1+d0+t)
;+3 |vxx(0, t)| 2
+|
t
0
[(1+d0+{);+3 vxxx(0, {)2+|vxxxx({)| 2;+3] d{
C \&v0&2H3;+d&10 +d&; 00 |
t
0
(1+d0+{)2: |vxx(0, {)| 2 d{+ .
Since |vxx(0, {)|t |vxxx(0, {)|+ec+(st&d(t)) from (3.41) and 2:=;+3, if
d0r1, we have the following desired estimate.
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Lemma 3.5. If there is a small constant =35 such that N(T )+d&10 =35 ,
then the following estimate holds:
|vxxx(t)| 2;+3+(1+d0+{)
;+3 |vxx | 2
+|
t
0
[(1+d0+{);+3 vxx(0, {)2+|vxxxx({)| 2;+3] d{
C(&v0&2H 3;+d
&1
0 ).
Combining all Lemmas 3.23.5 we obtain the desired estimate (3.15) and
hence (3.16). Thus we have completed the proof of Theorem 3.1.
4. THE CASE s>0
4.1. Reformulation of the Problem and Theorem
First, we prove Lemma 2.2.
Proof of Lemma 2.2. We take the extension f of f satisfying f # C2,
f (,)# f (,) for u+,<u& , and f (u~ +)=0 for some u~ +<u+ and f (,)<0
for u~ +<,<u+. Then, there exits a stationary solution , (x) up to a shift,
which satisfy
f (, (x))x&, xx=0, x # R
(4.1)
, (&)=u& , , (+)=u~ +.
This is so because both the Oleinik entropy condition (E)
h (,)# f (,)& f (u&)(=f (,))<0, u~ +<,<u& (4.2)
and the RankineHugoniot condition h (u~ +)=0 with s=0 hold. Since , ( } )
is monotone, , (x+d0) |x=0=u+ for a suitable d0 . Thus, we obtain the
desired solution ,(x) as the restriction , (x+d0) |x<0. K
We now consider our problem
ut+ f (u)x=uxx , x # (&, 0)=R&, t>0
u(0, t)=u+ , t>0, (1.1)
u(x, 0)=u0(x)={u&=u+
x  &
x=0.
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We set
v0(x)=|
x
&
(u0( y)&,( y)) dy (4.3)
v(x, t)=|
x
&
(u( y, t)&,( y)) dy, (4.4)
then v should satisfy the reformulated problem:
vt+ f (,+vx)& f (,)&vxx=0, x<0
v | t=0=v0(x) (4.5)
v |x=&=0, vx |x=0=0.
For a given v0(x), we have the following representation
v(x, t)=|
0
&
G(x, t; !) v0(!) d!+|
t
0
|
0
&
G(x, t&{; !) F (!, {) d! d{,
where
G(x, t; !)=
1
- 4?t {exp \&
(x&!)2
4t +&exp \&
(x+!)2
4t +=
and
F (x, t)= f (,(x))& f (,(x)+vx(x, t)).
Therefore, we have the local existence theorem in a standard way. Here, we
note that v( } , t) # Cm((&, 0]) for t>0 and any positive integer m,
provided that v0 # H2. We choose the weight function
w(,)= } (,&u&)(,&A)f (,) } , u+<,<u&, (4.6)
with the constant A<2u+&u& . The solution space is
X(0, T)=[v # C0([0, T ]; H 2 & L2w(,)), vx # L
2(0, T; H2 & L2w(,))
and v( } , t) # C4((&, 0]) for t>0].
Here, we note the following properties of w(,), as the result of our choice
of A,
(wf )$ (,)=2 \,&u&+A2 +c0>0 for u+,<u& , (4.7)
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and also
(wf )" (,)=2, (4.8)
which will be crucially used for the basic estimate in the next subsection.
From (2.13),
w(,)t{const.|!|
if c&=| f $(u&)|{0
if f (,)t &(u&&,)1+k&
(4.9)
as !  &.
Using these, we obtain
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that v0 # H 2 & L2w(,) . Then, there exists a positive
constant =4 such that for &v0&2+|v0 |w(,)<=4 , the problem (4.5) has a unique
global solution v # X(0, ) satisfying
&v(t)&22+|v(t)|
2
w(,)+|
t
0
(v(0, {)2+&vx({)&22+|vx({)|
2
w(,)) d{
C(&v0&22+|v0 |
2
w(,)). (4.10)
Theorem 2 is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.1.
Remark. Applying the same method as Matsumura and Nishihara [5],
we also obtain the asymptotic decay of algebraic or exponential rates,
when the shock is nondegenerate, i.e., f $(u&){0. When the shock is
degenerate, we can obtain the same decay rates as those in [5]. However,
we are not sure that the rates are optimal.
4.2. Basic Estimate
Put
N(T)= sup
0<t<T
[ |v(t)|w(,)+&v(t)&2].
Then we have
Lemma 4.1 (Basic Estimate). Let v # X(0, T ) be a solution of (4.5).
There exists a positive constant =41(<1) such that if N(T )=41 , then
|v(t)| 2w(,)+|
t
0
(v(0, {)2+&- &,x v({)&2+|vx({)| 2w(,)) d{C |v0 | 2w(,) .
(4.11)
Proof. Linearization of (4.5) is
vt+ f $(,) vx&vxx=F, (4.12)
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where
F=&( f (,+vx)& f (,)& f $(,) vx).
Multiplying (4.12) by w(,) v, we have the divergence form
( 12w(,) v
2)t+[ 12 ( fw)$ (,) v
2&w(,) vvx]x
& 12 ( fw)" (,) ,xv
2+w(,) v2x=w(,) vF. (4.13)
Integrating (4.13) over (&, 0)_(0, t) and using (4.7), (4.8) and
vx(0, t)=0, we obtain
1
2
|v(t)| 2w(,)+|
t
0 \
c0
2
v(0, {)2+&- &,x v({)&2+|vx({)| 2w(,)+ d{

1
2
|v0 | 2w(,)+|
t
0
|
0
&
w(,) vF dx d{.
Since |v|N(t)<=41 and |F |Cv2x , (4.11) follows from (4.14). K
Differentiating (4.5) in x, we have
vxt+( f (,+vx)& f (,))x&vxxx=0. (4.15)
Multiplying (4.15) by vx and integrating the resulting equation over
(&, 0)_(0, t), we obtain
Lemma 4.2. There is a positive constant =42(<=41) such that if N(T )=42 ,
then
&vx(t)&2+|
t
0
&vxx({)&2 d{C( |v0 | 2w(,)+&v0x&
2). (4.16)
Finallly, multiplying (ddx)(4.16) by vxx , we have
( 12v
2
xx)t+[ f "(,) ,xvx vxx+
1
2 f $(,) v
2
xx&vxxxvxx]x
& f "(,) ,xvxvxxx+ 12 f "(,) ,xv
2
xx+v
2
xxx=Fxx vxx . (4.17)
The boundary value vxxx(0, t) is given as
vxxx(0, t)= f $(u+) vxx(0, t), (4.18)
which follows from 0& (
2x2)(5.7)1 dx=0. Moreover, the Sobolev
inequality gives
vxx(0, t)22 &vxx(t)& &vxxx(t)& 14 &vxxx(t)&
2+4 &vxx(t)&2. (4.19)
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Integrating (4.17) over (&, 0)_(0, t) together with (4.18)(4.19), we
obtain Lemma 4.3.
Lemma 4.3. There is a positive constant =43(<=42) such that if N(T )
=43 , then
&vxx(t)&2+|
t
0
&vxxx({)&2 d{C( |v0 | 2w(,)+&v0&
2
2).
Combining Lemmas 4.14.3 we obtain the desired estimate (4.10), which
completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
5. CONCLUDING REMARK
When s=0, the same considerations as the case s<0 would be expected.
The asymptotic state , is ,(x+d(t)), where ,( } ) is given in Lemma 2.1
with s=0. By the same procedure as in the Section 3, d(t) and v(x, t)=
x& (u( y, t)&,( y+d(t))) dy should satisfy
d $(t)(,(d(t))&u&)& f (,(d(t)))=vxx(0, t)
(5.1)
d(0)=d0
and
vt+d $(t)(,(!)&u&)+ f (,(!)+vx)& f (,(!))=vxx
v | t=0=v0(x)#|
x
&
(u0( y)&,( y+d0)) dy (5.2)
v |x=&=v |x=0=0,
where 0& (u0( y)&,( y+d0)) dy=0 and !=!(x, t)=x+d(t). If vxx(0, t)
tends to 0 fast, d(t) would satisfy
d $(t)(,(d(t))&u&)t f (,(d(t))), as t  .
Since it is easy to show d(t)d1 for some constant d1 ,
d $(t)t& f (,(d(t)))
t{exp(&c+d(t))d(t)&1(1+1k+)
(Non-degenerate)
(Degenerate).
Hence, the solution u(x, t) would satisfy asymptotically
u(x, t)t,(x+d(t))
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and
d(t)t{log tt1(2+1k+)
(Non-degenerate)
(Degenerate).
In fact, when f = 12u
2, Liu and Yu [4] have showed recently that the solu-
tion u(x, t) satisfies u(x, t)t,(x+d(t)) and d(t)tlog t as t tends to
infinity. They have used the HopfCole transformation. Unfortunately, in
our method we could not control the second term in (5.2), and so our
problem is open in the case s=0.
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